Announcements

- Towers A and B in a grid
  - No major issue
  - Data taking in for E2E tests starts next week (Wednesday)
  - Party at SLAC!

- Two Tower Calibrations (are we there yet?)
  - CAL?
  - TKR?

- There is a lot of people coming to the meeting
  - Need more presentations from outside SLAC
  - Do not be shy, show simple plots, it is OK
    - This is an opportunity to get feedback
Who is doing what and with which runs?

- **Eduardo/Anders**
  - 135000894 – baseline cosmics
  - 135000954 – cosmics horizontal
  - 135000594 – VDG
- **Luis**
  - 135000894 – baseline cosmics
  - 135000909, 135000915, 135000918, 135000931 – high rates
- **Monica/Nico**
  - 135000894 – baseline cosmics
  - 135000898, 135000900 – TKR LEFT/RIGHT readout only
- **Tune**
  - 135000954 – cosmics horizontal
  - 135000945, 135000949, 135000971 – VDG
- **Xin**
  - 135000894 – baseline cosmics
  - 135000909 – overlay external trigger of 1kHz
Any volunteer?

• Need a volunteer to check on discrepancy between GEM and TriggerAlg
  – We need a presentation explaining how triggerAlg is implemented

Almost factor of 3 difference in CAL_LO triggers
Any volunteer?

- Empty events that triggered CAL_HI in run 135000954 event 45516
Any volunteer?

- Empty events that triggered CAL_HI in run 135000954 event 69976